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Abstract: For achieving Energy-Efficiency in wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
different schemes have been proposed which focuses only on reducing the energy
consumption. A shortest path determines for the Base Station (BS), but fault tol-
erance and energy balancing gives equal importance for improving the network
lifetime. For saving energy in WSNs, clustering is considered as one of the effec-
tive methods for Wireless Sensor Networks. Because of the excessive overload,
more energy consumed by cluster heads (CHs) in a cluster based WSN to receive
and aggregate the information from member sensor nodes and it leads to failure.
For increasing the WSNs’ lifetime, the CHs selection has played a key role in
energy consumption for sensor nodes. An Energy Efficient Unequal Fault Toler-
ant Clustering Approach (EEUFTC) is proposed for reducing the energy utiliza-
tion through the intelligent methods like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In
this approach, an optimal Master Cluster Head (MCH)-Master data Aggregator
(MDA), selection method is proposed which uses the fitness values and they eval-
uate based on the PSO for two optimal nodes in each cluster to act as Master Data
Aggregator (MDA), and Master Cluster Head. The data from the cluster members
collected by the chosen MCH exclusively and the MDA is used for collected data
reception from MCH transmits to the BS. Thus, the MCH overhead reduces. Dur-
ing the heavy communication of data, overhead controls using the scheduling of
Energy-Efficient Time Division Multiple Access(EE-TDMA). To describe the
proposed method superiority based on various performance metrics, simulation
and results are compared to the existing methods.
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1 Introduction

For collecting and processing of information from a target area and communication for a remote BS [1],
the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) contain the spatially distributed sensor nodes. The sensors available
with lower costs and wireless sensor networks have included numerous applications in various fields like
health, military, disaster management, and industry, etc. The limitation of power sources is the major
restriction for WSNs [2]. In an unattended hostile environment, the battery-operated sensors have
deployed, and the battery replacement is not possible that makes the constraint of energy for sensor nodes
[3]. To improve a large scale WSNs, the major challenging issue is the energy consumption.

One of the efficient techniques is the clustering of sensor nodes that can incorporate energy
consumption. The network categorizes into different groups in the clustering, known as clusters [4]. A
leading node includes in each cluster known as cluster head, which gathers the local information from the
sensor nodes in the clusters, aggregates it and sends it to a remote BS or other CHs. For notifying the
public event, the public network like Internet relevant to the BS. Fig. 1, shows the cluster based WSN
functionality. The benefits are provided with the clustering [5] such as improving network scalability,
reduction of energy consumption by preventing the individual data transmission from each sensor node,
and the communication bandwidth conserves due to communication with the CHs by nodes and the
transmission of redundant messages can be restricted. For improving the network longevity, CHs have
chosen in the clustering process because it affects the sensor node’s energy consumption. The main
objective of a WSN has included the energy efficient data routing process [6]. But the CHs selection
should be processed with proper care.

The selection of CH includes an NP-hard problem as optimization. With the increased size of a network,
classical algorithms of optimization are not efficient. One of the efficient natural algorithms is the particle
swarm optimization [7] which provides the resolutions for NP-hard problem as it has a high solution
quality, easier implementation, quick convergence and ability to escape from the local optima.

We have focused on the issue of CH selection in the paper and a PSO based algorithm is presented. The
MCHs choose efficiently among the sensor nodes using a proposed method. To choose the MCHs andMaster
Data Aggregators (MDAs), the algorithm of EEUFTC applies for the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
is multi-objective fitness function for each cluster. The data accumulation from cluster members is performed
using the chosen MCHs and the MDAs, transmit the aggregated data of MCHs. The node’s energy
distribution has balanced and the earlier death of MCHs prevent using an energy threshold. If an MCH
energy level is lower than the threshold, a new CH will be selected and frequent changes are reduced in
the clusters. However, the energy is distributed over the network and the lifetime can be extended
successively.

Figure 1: A cluster based WSN model
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● The EEUFTC technique proposes for maximizing the lifetime of a network by creating the energy
balanced optimal clusters.
● Based on the essential factors like average consumption of energy (ACE), neighbour density, distance
between the sink and node, and the average energy of node (AE), the PSO-based multi-objective fitness
function incorporates in EEUFTC to evaluate each sensor node’s fitness value.
● For reducing the MCH overhead, an MDA node is introduced for each cluster.

The important tasks of data collection from sensor nodes and data transmission to the BS is performed
by the chosen MCHs and MDAs respectively.

2 Literature Survey

The routing protocols of WSNs include different categories such as hierarchical, flat, and location-based
routing protocols [8]. Based on the defined context, the proposed model [9] has dealt with the permission of
dynamic enforcement for a specific application without intervention of a user. The profiles assigned to
various applications using their functional groups in this model and a set of permissions contain in these
profiles with some associated context.

The clustering protocol known as LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) proposes for
improving the network lifetime [10]. CH with greater residual energy elects in EE-LEACH protocol and
network lifetime enhances [11]. In [12], a lightweight and secure IoT-based framework is contributed as a
technology for WSN. The proposed security method based on COOJA simulator is compared with the
existing security solutions SIMON and SPECK.

One of the essential problems in designing is considered as the load balancing between minimization of
energy consumption and maximizing the network lifetime as sensor nodes have restricted the consumption of
energy. To overcome all these issues, various solutions are proposed in [13–16]. Based on max-hop count, a
new mechanism of ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing (AODV) is proposed by authors [17]. In the
networks, the original AODV protocols is added the real-time and intelligent estimation function for getting
the max hop data. The dynamic-adjusting AODV (DA-AODV) is used to estimate the max hop values and
the parameters have adjusted dynamically and intelligently based on the max hop value for improving the
performance of a network.

The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used for providing data security against dual attacks for BHA
and GHA. By using the swarm-based Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization method, it is implemented as
a deep learning algorithm [18].

In [19], a technique is proposed for election-based mobile collection and results the optimization issue
called as bounded relay hop mobile data gathering (BRH-MDG). The sensor node’s subgroup in a method
will be labelled as polling points and transmit the collected data to the mobile collector.

In [20], the hybrid logical security framework- provides the data confidentiality and authentication in
Internet of Things. A lightweight cryptographic mechanism is used by HLSF. The security level is
enhanced and better network functionalities are provided based on the energy-efficient methods.

Liu [21] has proposed a novel clustering protocol known as IEE-LEACH for improving the network
lifetime and reducing energy consumption of WSNs. Four different parameters are considered in the IEE-
LEAH protocol such as average energy, total energy, residual energy and the initial energy of nodes. The
number of CHs and distributions can optimize by the proposed technique that leads to the reduction of
energy consumption. Instead of a single communication, the proposed technique incorporates the multi-
hop, single-hop, and hybrid communications in data transmission. By analyzing the simulation results,
the proposed protocol has showed better results in reliability and energy-efficiency than the existing methods.
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Sood et al. [22] have proposed an energy-efficient routing protocol using fuzzy rules and fuzzy set to
choose CHs and multi-hop routes are established for base station in wireless sensor networks. By
comparing this with the earlier methods, such as FD-LEACH, OCM-FCM, and MH-EEBCDA, the
proposed protocol has provided enhanced performance in network lifetime and throughput based on the
simulation results.

To meet the stringent requirements, the underlying protocol is required for providing [23] interoperable
and seamless communication in IoMT. It is a challenging problem that interoperability of multimedia sensors
due to the heterogeneous nature. The existing protocol IoMT comprehensive review is provided and the
feasibility is analyzed for multimedia streaming applications for understanding the challenges by
interoperable and seamless communication in IoMT. The network energy conserved by hierarchical
routing protocols [24].

The time and spatial-based traffic data details are exploited in the proposed scheme [25] and they are
extracted based on LSTM and CNN networks for improving the accuracy of a model. The near term
details are detected using the attention-based model and speed is very essential to predict the flow’s future
value. The CHs are chosen by DB-LEACH which considers the distance from CHs to BS, based on two
factors like node’s residual energy which is higher than the average residual energy and distance to BS,
DB-LEACH improves with DBEA-LEACH [26].

In [27], a mixed or hybrid routing protocol is proposed for wireless sensor networks, which contains the
mobile sinks. Multiple mobile sinks include for low-power networks, a combination of reactive and proactive
routing protocols which are included in the routing protocol. In a certain zone that closer to the sink, the
nodes maintain using DAG or directed acyclic graph. The on-demand sink can be used for discovering
the sink at the nearest possible distance when the nodes do not utilize DAG outside the zone. It is useful
for creating small zones in case of repeated modifications involved in the high sink mobility path to sink.
For transmission of data to the sink node, the bigger zones can create if the mobility is slow.

In [28], a comprehensive review is presented on the machine learning methods for big data analysis in the
healthcare. The existing methods benefits, and drawbacks are highlighted by different research challenges.

In [29], Position Responsive Routing Protocol performs well compared to LEACH protocol in the
context of network lifetime, throughput and energy consumption of the network. In clustering techniques,
[30] if it is focussed on reducing energy consumption and improving the load balancing then it leads to
solve Intra and inter cluster challenges.

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Overview of PSO

Particle swarm optimization is designed by inspiring from the flock of birds choreography including
how they utilize the multi-dimensional search space for food and shelter and it is a natural swarm
intelligence based algorithm.

A predefined number of particles Np contain in the PSO, termed as a swarm. An optimal solution
provides by each particle Pi, 1≤ i ≤ Np that has position Xi,d and velocity Vi,d, 1≤ d ≤ D in the search
space with dth dimension. All particles have same dimensions D. To validate the solution quality, each
particle evaluates using a fitness function. The positions of particle determine using PSO that evaluates
the given fitness function effectively. Each particle allocates randomly and velocity for moving the search
space in the PSO initialization process. The best values are determined by each particle like the best
global value called Gbest and personal best called Pbest while processing each iteration. To update the
position Xi,d and velocity Vi,d, the technique utilizes the global and personal best values to obtain the
global best solution based on below-mentioned Eqs. (1) and (2):
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Vi;dðt þ 1Þ ¼ x � Vi;dðtÞ þ C1 � x1 �ðXpbest i;d � Xi;dÞ þ C2 � x2 �ðXGbest � Xi;dÞ (1)

Xi;d ðt þ 1Þ ¼ Xi;d ðtÞ þ Vi;d ðt þ 1Þ (2)

where, C1, C2, 0 ≤ C1, C2 ≤ 2 represent the acceleration coefficients, w, 0<w<1 indicates the inertia weight, and x1, x2,
0 < x1, x2< 1 indicate the generated random values. The process of updating repeats up to achieving Gbest acceptable
value. The fitness function evaluates by the particle after reaching the new updated position. For the minimization
problem, Pbesti and Gbest values update as follows:

Pbesti ¼ Pi; if ðFitnessðPiÞ, FitnessðPbestiÞÞ
Pbesti; Otherwise

�

Gbest ¼ Pi; if ðFitnessðPiÞ, FitnessðGbestÞÞ
Gbest; Otherwise

�

3.2 Proposed EEUFTC Approach

EEUFTC technique aims to improve the network lifespan by creating the energy-balanced unequal fault
tolerant clusters. Two different phases involve in the EEUFTC method such as TDMA based data
aggregation and PSO based optimum node selection. To determine which node can act as a MCH
optimally, the BS deploys the PSO in the phase of optimum node selection. For computing each node’s
fitness value, the PSO algorithm utilizes the sensor node’s parameters like average consumption of energy
(ACE), distance between the node to the sink, residual energy, average energy and neighbour density. A
node with the higher fitness value adopts as a MCH. The next higher fitness value selects as a MDA that
include in a node which is in the region of any MCH. After a CH is selected, EEUFTC uses the TDMA
to schedule the data transmission by assigning time slots to the individual sensor nodes. Based on the
assigned time slots, the cluster member nodes send the data to their respective MCHs. Further, the MDA
aggregates the data from each MCHs and transmit the aggregated data to BS.

3.3 PSO Based Optimal Nodes Selection

The BS needs to understand the context of sensor nodes as they are located randomly in the network
area. A request message transmits to all nodes. Accordingly, a reply message formulates by each sensor
node that encompasses the information about ACE, residual energy, distance between node to the sink,
AE, and neighbour density. For MDAs and MCHs, the node’s fitness value determines using this data
and the PSO algorithm that applies to the BS. The below-mentioned crucial factors are used for
computing each node’s fitness value and the fitness function is derived as follows:

3.4 Fitness Function

The combination of different performance metrics is involved in the fitness function for expressing to be
either minimized or maximized. Different fitness parameters are considered to evaluate the fitness function
that decides the current individual’s fitness. The fitness functions reduce the consumption of energy that
renders to the network longevity. While evaluating the fitness function, the following parameters are
considered for the selection of MDAs and MCHs optimally in the network. In the fitness function, the
fitness parameters incorporate and is described as follows:

3.4.1 The Residual Energy
Based on the average energy ratio and the dissimilarity among the CH energy expenditure, each node’s

energy (e) can derive. The node that has maximum energy is to be chosen as MCH as the heterogeneous
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network is considered. The ratio of the residual energy to the total energy considered in the residual energy
and it can compute using below Eq. (3).

RE ¼
XN
i¼1

ERðiÞ
ET

� �
(3)

ER(i) represents the sum of residual energy of ith node ratio, ET denotes the total energy for evaluating
RE, and N indicates the total number of nodes.

3.4.2 The Average Energy
To choose the MCH, another factor is considered i.e., a node’s average energy as the network featuring

heterogeneous nature. The nodes with high initial energy prefer to select the MCH. Compared to the
advanced nodes, super nodes endure for longer duration and advanced nodes prefer over the normal
nodes. Using below Eq. (4), it can formulate:

AE ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

Ei (4)

where, N is the total number of nodes and Ei indicates the i
th node’s energy.

3.4.3 Distance
Based on the distance, the energy consumption of a node if communication of nodes is done among

themselves or with the sink. The node consumes low energy when distance is lower between sink and
node. The below equation is minimized the average distance between nodes and sink using the CH
selection or routing techniques.

Di ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � xbsÞ2 þ ðyi � ybsÞ2

q
(5)

where, (xbs, ybs) refers to the positions of BS and (xi, yi) represents the ith node’s positions x and y
respectively.

3.4.4 Neighbour Density
The intra cluster communication has become a dominant one if the network size is large. The node can

select as MCH which locates distance away with respect to other nodes, if it is not relied on the number of
neighbouring nodes. To collect the data from other nodes in a cluster, higher energy is consumed by the MCH
node. The number of neighbouring nodes consider to limit such selection. The parameter can be expressed
using below Eq. (6):

ND ¼
PCN

i¼1;j¼1 Distanceði�jÞ
CN

 !
(6)

where, CN represents the number of nodes in a cluster and Distance(i−j) indicates the distance between node i
and j in the cluster.

3.4.5 Average Consumption of Energy (ACE)
The energy consumption rate of a node depends on a significant factor of ACE which considers to select

the MCH. After initial round, the difference between the remaining energy and initial energy of node is
computed. The node’s energy in the previous round has become the initial energy as the number of
rounds proceeded. ACE evaluates and compares based on the average value of threshold. The node is to
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being MCH when the computed value is lower compared to the average value of threshold. Otherwise, it
doesn’t qualify to be MCH for that round using the following Eq. (7):

ACE ¼
XN
i¼1

ððEp � EECÞ=Ep

!
(7)

where, Ep indicates the node’s energy value in the previous round, and EEC represents the consumed energy
in the current round.

3.5 Final Fitness Function for the Network

Different fitness parameters integrate altogether to evaluate the fitness function that can formulate using
below Eq. (8):

fitness ¼ 1

[þ RE þ dþ AE þ cþ Dþ aþ NDþ rþ ACE
(8)

where, the weight coefficients are σ, α, γ, δ, and φ and σ + α + γ + δ + φ = 1.

3.6 EE-TDMA Based Data Aggregation Approach

The collisions prevent which are caused through the individual time slots for every node using the
conventional TDMA-based MAC protocols. Since all nodes are in sleeping mode excluding the
transmitting node, the energy consumption reduces using this scheme. The sensed information is sent to
the cluster head by using the nodes in a cluster in the respective time slot. During the scheduled time,
nodes with empty buffers turns the radio on and the MCH always on the radio for listening to the nodes
in a cluster that leads to the energy wastage. Better performance is achieved with TDMA under high
traffic load conditions. The transmission data have included in all nodes that refers to the high traffic
load. The application that contains higher traffic load, conventional TDMA is the suitable one. Sensor
networks involve fewer nodes in a cluster that do not have information for transmitting to the MCH in
the assigned time slots. Some of the remaining energy consumed by the nodes that have empty buffers
turn on the radio. For collection of data from the nodes, the MCH has required to be in the radio on state.
As the energy wastes in the idle time, the CH is not able to utilize the energy with efficiency. Due to idle
listening, the energy consumption reduces using the energy-efficient TDMA (EE-TDMA). If the data is
not transmitted, sensor nodes can keep the radios in off state. During all timeslots, energy is consumed by
MCH. The EE-TDMA protocol illustrates using the operation diagram as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: EE-TDMA operational diagram
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ATDMA schedule established by the MCH and transmit the schedule to all nodes in the cluster in the
setup phase. CH provides the information about all nodes including number of frames in a round, frame start
or stop time and the start of current node. The phase of data transmission includes l frame and fixing the
duration and size of each frame.

During the assigned time slots, nodes send the data to the MCH per frame. We make an assumption that
n non-CH node and one MCH node exists in a cluster. The radio turns on by each node in the allocated time-
slot during the data transmission and it sends to the MCH. The node turns off the radio immediately if data
transmission is not there for energy saving after turning on the radio using any node to find an empty buffer.
In the absence of information, sleep mode enabled by the nodes rather than the idle mode. The sensed data
transmits to the buffer of MCH by non-CH nodes and aggregates the data after receiving it from the nodes.
The information from MCHs would be collected by MDA and shared to BS in the assigned time slot The
following Fig. 3 shows the brief explanation of proposed system.

3.7 Pseudo Code of Proposed System - PSO Based CH Selection

Set of sensor nodes S = {S1; S2 S3; . . . Sn};

fitness(p)=fitness of the Particle p;

Pbest(i)=particle best of i

Gbest = global best of all particles

NP = number of particles

##

Initialize particles Pi

For all i = 1 to Pi do

Calculate fitness(Pi)

Pbest(i) = Pi

End for

Gbest = { fitness(Pbestk) = best(Pbest(i)) }

While max iterations

For i = 0 to NP

Update velocity and position of Pi using (100) & (101)

Calculate fitness(Pi)

If (fitness(Pi) < fitness(Pbesti)

Figure 3: Block diagram of proposed system
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Pbest(i) = Pi

End if

If (fitness(Pi) < fitness(Gbest)

Gbest = Pi

End if

End for

End while

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Simulation Setup

The proposed method has compared with two existing schemes such as EEFRP and IEE-LEACH. Based
on static sensor nodes and plane co-ordinates, simulation tests are performed. Here, the initial energy of 100j
configure for the nodes and CBR utilize as the traffic agent. At the central location of network area, the SINK
locates. The simulation results are compared using different metrics like throughput, end-to-end delay,
energy consumption, overhead, and packet delivery ratio. Tab. 1 shows the simulation parameters.

4.2 Experimental Results

The end-to-end delay is calculated based on the time difference between the two consecutive packets to
reach the destination. As the clustering is popular for efficient data aggregator and fault tolerance, we have
implemented the technique and reduce the delay in the network. With the help of this approach, the network
experiences the delay as low as 0.08 ms and the highest delay experiences in the proposed method was
0.2 ms, whereas the existing methods experience much higher delay than these. The lowest delay
recorded in the EEFRP was 0.09 ms and in IEE-LEACH was 0.13 ms respectively. The evaluation values
are shown in Tab. 2.

The wireless sensor network has considered the efficient energy consumption if the network is in proper
condition. The existing methods recorded maximum energy consumption in the simulation evaluation. The
main reason for decreased energy consumption under the proposed method is the consideration of node
energy, distance, neighbour density & average consumption of energy. Also, the energy efficient TDMA
scheduling helps a lot to decrease the consumption by optimally scheduling the data transmission on the
different time slots. The evaluation results are listed in Tab. 3.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Simulation period 100 ms

Network area 1000*1000

Propagation model Two ray ground

Node deployment Random

Number of nodes 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250

Number of SINK 1

Traffic type Constant Bit Rate

Agent type UDP
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The routing overhead parameter is related to the amount of control packets required for networking
tasks. The excess usage of the control packets increases the network overhead. Data loss, frequent path
change, improper data collection affects the transmission and increase the overhead. In the evaluation, the
proposed method recorded is only 0.5 as an average overhead whereas the existing methods were
recorded almost 0.65 as routing overhead. The main reason for the minimum overhead is the proper data
aggregation using data aggregators and CHs is also the effective usage of energy TDMA. The evaluation
details are listed in Tab. 4.

PDR can describe as the ratio between total number of received packets to the total number of
transmitted packets. The main reason is the effective use of data aggregators and the energy efficient
TDMA scheduling. The data scheduling takes place on the allotted time slots and the chances for data
congestion is very less. Effective network clustering and CH selection also plays a major role to increase

Table 2: End-to-End evaluation values

Nodes IEE-LEACH EEFRP EEUFTC

50 0.139 0.096 0.086

100 0.156 0.121 0.108

150 0.193 0.185 0.178

200 0.239 0.222 0.210

250 0.288 0.271 0.259

Table 3: Energy consumption evaluation values

Nodes IEE-LEACH EEFRP EEUFTC

50 5.41 5.09 4.51

100 5.95 5.59 5.01

150 6.45 6.08 5.89

200 6.98 6.61 6.35

250 7.56 7.11 6.81

Table 4: Routing overhead evaluation values

Nodes IEE-LEACH EEFRP EEUFTC

50 0.64 0.61 0.55

100 0.67 0.6 0.56

150 0.64 0.62 0.53

200 0.65 0.61 0.51

250 0.64 0.62 0.52
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the delivery rate. In the evaluation, the proposed method recorded almost 0.94% delivery ratio. The
evaluation results are listed in Tab. 5.

The parameter throughput can be defined as how much information can be transmitted from source to
destination in a certain time-frame. It is measured as kilobits per second. In the evaluation, the proposed
method has recorded almost 315 kilobits per second of throughput whereas the maximum throughput of
existing IEE-LEACH & EEFRP recorded as 268 & 290 kbps respectively. The major reason behind the
high throughput rate in the proposed method is the effective usage of the energy efficient TDMA and its
effective data scheduling strategy. The proposed technique is outperformed than the previous methods
based on these evaluation results. The throughput evaluation results are shown in Tab. 6.

5 Conclusion

Based on the Particle Swarm Optimization, using fitness function, efficient particle representation, an
energy efficient clustering ,MCH and MDA selection algorithm i.e., EEUFTC is presented. To achieve
energy efficiency, we consider the node residual energy, the Average energy of the node (AE), the
distance between the node to the sink, neighbour density, and average consumption of energy (ACE).
Energy efficient TDMA (EE-TDMA) is incorporated from inter & intra cluster data aggregation. The
sensor nodes are assigned with time slots to communicate. If the sensor node has no data in its queue,
then it can switch its transmitter off and being in idle state until it has data to send. The simulation results
of proposed algorithm and the comparison of other existing algorithms called EEFRP and IEE-LEACH
have been analysed. The better performance has resulted with the proposed technique in network lifetime.
The number of received data packets by the BS and energy consumption than the previous methods. In
further work, we can provide security on user data to transmit from nodes to base station.

Table 5: Packet delivery ratio evaluation values

Nodes IEE-LEACH EEFRP EEUFTC

50 0.8994 0.9154 0.9346

100 0.9011 0.9188 0.9585

150 0.9084 0.9201 0.9443

200 0.9124 0.9254 0.9489

250 0.9159 0.9298 0.9458

Table 6: Throughput evaluation values

NODES IEE-LEACH EEFRP EEUFTC

50 198.54 203.11 219.01

100 205.18 221.04 267.99

150 238.24 254.10 281.56

200 253.01 271.02 296.23

250 268.17 299.98 315.26
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